
DEVOTIONAL SER VICES.

Then" prayer is the offering up of our desires to God;" not
of the desires of the minister as an individual-an exercise for
which his closet is the appropriate place-but of the minister and
flock together, of the minister as the representative of the flock,
speaking with them and speaking for them. He is the head
and mouthpiece, as it were, of a deputation at the throne of
grace, and ought to feel that he is there as a representative,
quite as much as the head of any deputation that ever went
to present petition or memorial to a prime minister. It is
his having this representative character in prayer that makes it
so necessary for him to consider beforehand what his prayers
are to consist of. Great individuality in public prayer, dwelling
on things appropriate to his own condition, but not theirs, is an
impertinence and a wrong. Common prayer should have as its
substratum what belongs to all God's children; its starting
point, man's guilt, demerit, want, and misery; its attitude,
towards the Cross; and its fundamental petitions, for the great
evangelical gifts. Thus, even if the sermon should not be on
the way of salvation, the prayers by their very structure, though
not in formal words, would indicate that way-since the con
sciously lost sinner, in the person of the minister, would be seen
looking up to the Cross, and asking the grace which guides to
heaven.

In prayer, as in preaching, a very close bond is formed
between the minister and his people when he enters sympa
thetically into their circumstances, and at the throne of grace
shows that he is mindful of the very temptations, wants, diffi
culties, and perplexities of which they feel the pressure every
day. Living as the minister does, and ought to do, out of the
world, out of the sphere at all events where the world's most
characteristic spirit reigns, it is not easy for him to know the
real obstructions to a godly life, without and within, to which

prayers, designed to warn the audience against certain errors or practices,
to put down certain sentiments, or to awaken towards them indignant
feelings; being appeals to men, not addresses to God. (6.) Personal
prayers, which spring from a desire to administer a secret rebuke, or to
bestow condemnation, some individual being expressly in the mind of the
person praying. (6). Eloquent prayers, in which there is a display of a
brilliant fancy, and of polished and elegant Janguage, compelling the
hearer to say, • What a fine prayer tbat was! ' (i.) Familiar prayers, in
which there is an evident absence of that sacred awe and reverence which
should fill the mind in every approach to God. (8.) Seetaria» prayers,
indiouting very clearly an attachment to a particular sect among the

~ m..Ititude of Christian denominations. (9.) LOllg prayers, which weary
, lind exhasst, the spirit of devotion."
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